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Abstract

Modern data centers usually have computing resources
sized to handle expected peak demand, but average demand
is generally much lower than peak. This means that the
systems in the data center usually operate at very low
utilization rates. Past techniques have exploited this fact
to achieve significant power savings, but they generally
focus on centrally managed, throughput-oriented systems
that process a single fine-grained request stream. We propose
a more general solution — a technique to save power
by dynamically migrating virtual machines and packing
them onto fewer physical machines when possible. We call
our scheme Power-Aware Domain Distribution (PADD). In
this paper, we report on simulation results for PADD and
demonstrate that the power and performance changes from
using PADD are primarily dependent on how much buffering
or reserve capacity it maintains. Our adaptive buffering
scheme achieves energy savings within 7% of the idealized
system that has no performance penalty. Our results also
show that we can achieve an energy savings up to 70%
with fewer than 1% of the requests violating their service
level agreements.

1. Introduction

Modern data centers usually have computing resources
sized to handle expected peak demand. However, peak
demand events are rare, and average demand is generally
far less than peak. Although there is no systematic analysis
of server utilization across wide range of data centers, a
recent study estimates the average utilization to be between
5% and 20% [1]. Even in highly customized IT environ-
ments, it is hard to achieve 50% utilization. Therefore,
a large number of computing resources are idle much of
the time. This presents an opportunity for power savings
if we can shut down or hibernate physical machines not
needed for the current workload while still providing the
required continuity of service. Fortunately, several modern
virtualization systems [2], [3] provide the ability to migrate
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running virtual machines without interruption. Combining
live virtual machine migration with the ability to power
physical machines on and off turns the data center into a
dynamically resizable pool of compute resources.

Powering servers on and off is a well-studied technique
for fluid workloads such as transaction processing. Such
workloads consist of many, short-lived, independent requests
which are serviced by homogeneous software. However,
many environments do not run fluid workloads. Instead, they
execute coarse-grain workloads, such as database, batch,
hosting or business logic systems which do not use a
single workload distributor or which require heterogeneous
software. Increasingly, the performance requirements of such
workloads are specified in terms of service level agreements
(SLAs) which give the throughput requirements for each
application in the computing environment.

In this paper, we use simulation to evaluate the power and
performance effects of dynamic workload consolidation for
such workloads in a virtualized environment. The workloads
are separated into multiple domains.1 Data center power is
reduced by packing multiple domains onto fewer physical
nodes during periods of low utilization and expanding them
back onto more systems when the usage rises. We call
this coarse-grained packing scheme Power-Aware Domain
Distribution (PADD). In this paper, we explore the energy
savings and performance impact of running heterogeneous
domains in terms of demand and SLA.

Our key contributions in this research are:
• We developed a dynamic algorithm for placing domains

to minimize total energy while avoiding SLA viola-
tions. Its key feature is the use of a two-level, adaptive
buffering scheme which reserves capacity. Our scheme
absorbs workload surges to avoid SLA violations, but
adapting the buffer sizes to the workload reduces the
amount of energy wasted on the buffers.

• We provide a trace-driven simulation study of the
energy benefits and the performance effects of our
algorithm along with studies of its sensitivity to various
parameters.

1. Xen [2] uses the term domain, which is used in this paper as a general,
conceptual term for ease of exposition. Other terms in common use are
virtual machine (VM) and partition.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we discuss related work. Section 3 presents our model of
a computing environment with coarse-grain workloads, and
Section 4 gives a precise description of the PADD algorithm,
discusses the parameters affecting it and presents the basics
of our simulation. Section 5 presents our simulation results
while Section 6 suggests future work and concludes.

2. Related work

Much research has been conducted on dynamic mapping
of domains to physical machines. In some work, perfor-
mance is the primary concern without power analysis. The
work by Steinder, et al. [4], is both implementation and a
simulation. In her work, there is a workload flow controller
that manages the workloads being run and helps drive the
application placement controller. In our work, there is no
such workload controller: the workloads are run in the indi-
vidual domains without any centralized control over them.
The study by Bobroff, et al. [5], is a predictive placement
scheme based on time series analysis. In contrast, our work
is reactive, observing load and reacting appropriately.

The problem of saving power in a throughput-computing
environment has also been studied previously. Elnozahy, et
al. [6] simulate the effects of dynamic voltage scaling
coupled with vary-on/vary-off (“VOVO”, basically powering
nodes on/off). They run their simulator against two well-
known production web traces and find that VOVO alone
saves up to 42 % while the addition of voltage scaling
saves an additional 18 %. Similarly, Chase, et al. [7] use
an artificial resource economy to save energy by balancing
the cost of resources against the benefit realized by em-
ploying them. Both techniques save power by turning some
nodes off and using a central workload distributor to route
new requests to other nodes. The Power-Aware Request
Distribution (PARD) system addresses data center power
by using the individual request as the fundamental unit of
work [8]. The system directs requests to a pool of compute
resources which can be powered on or off depending on
anticipated load. In this environment, there is nothing to
migrate or back up when shutting down a node, which leads
to a very fine-grained power management: the system runs
only the machines needed to satisfy the current demand. In
contrast to PARD, we study power management for a coarse-
grained environment where the unit of work is a domain. We
assume that domains have long lifetimes and contain state
which must be maintained. Our approach is to migrate entire
domains between nodes, instead of request distribution. This
introduces two qualitative changes to the problem.

• Unlike redirecting requests, there is a significant time
and energy cost to migrating domains.

• The number of domains does not change (or at least
changes slowly) even though the computational demand
of each domain may change quite rapidly.

Recently, Nathuji and Schwan [9] proposed a framework
to determine the power-performance tradeoffs of virtual ma-
chines and to efficiently manage physical machines within
given power budgets. This work focuses on achieving good
performance under a power cap, whereas our work seeks
to satisfy an SLA while minimizing energy consumption.
Verma, et al. [10], [11] designed and evaluated several
domain placement algorithms on top of their existing plat-
forms. Like our approach, they examined the tradeoff be-
tween power consumption and migration cost of running
domains when determining their placement in virtualized
systems. Although the problem they are addressing is sim-
ilar, our contribution is distinguished in two ways. First,
because our work is a simulation study, we can define
and explore numerous configurable parameters that vary
by hardware and software characteristics and evaluate their
effects in theoretical environments, including very large
scale computing systems. Second, we propose a two-level
buffering scheme where the buffering sizes are adapted by
given SLA requirements. Our algorithm finds power efficient
placement of domains while minimizing the SLA violation.

Bradley, et al. [12] proposed two power management
algorithms using short-term and long-term workload pre-
dictions. The algorithms identify temporal workload pat-
terns and provide enough available resources proactively by
exploiting these patterns. More recently, Chen, et al. [13]
studied incoming traffic patterns and used them to predict the
amount of resources needed to process the load. Such prior
work focuses on improving predictions of workloads and
applying the information to power aware server provisioning.
In contrast, PADD simply reacts to the work being processed
or being generated within the computing environment. In
addition, these studies assume that one server is dedicated
to a service. Since the servers are not shared by different
services, there is no domain migration between running
servers. These approaches are complementary to our work
because combining prediction with reaction to the workload
can lead to better placement decisions, achieving more
power savings with less performance impact.

In contrast to coarse-grained domain packing, CPU pack-
ing and node packing techniques [14]–[16] are available to
the operating system as a fine-grained packing. This allows
the packing of jobs onto a subset of the available processors
and power down the rest.

3. Model

3.1. Machine State and Virtualization

PADD distributes domains onto the available physical
nodes using dynamic migration and controls the number of
physical nodes by turning them on and off. Alternatively,
if the systems support hibernation, entering and exiting
hibernation state can be used to manage the number of
active machines. Since our research aims at achieving power
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Domain parameters
M Number of domains

Di(t) CPU demand of domain i at time t, 1≤i≤M
DSi Domain state in {Running, Premigration,

Migration}.
TDSi→DSj Domain state transition time

Node parameters
N Number of physical machines
Ci Processing capacity of machine i, 1≤i≤N

NSi A machine state in {Active, Standby, Off}.
P i

NSi
(U) Power consumption of machine i at U

utilization in the state NSi, 1 ≤ i ≤ N
TNSi→NSj Machine state transition time

Eff i Maximum power-performance efficiency of
machine i, 1 ≤ i ≤ N

Performance parameter
SLAi(d, l) d% of demands of domain i, must be

processed within l seconds. 1 ≤ i ≤ M

Table 1. Parameters defined for PADD and its power
and performance model

savings by packing multiple domains onto fewer physical
nodes during periods of low demand, PADD tries to keep
energy consumption as low as possible while meeting given
performance requirements.

Running multiple domains with heterogeneous workloads
may introduce additional overhead in the current virtualiza-
tion technologies. The overhead mainly comes from sharing
device accesses, expensive TLB misses, page faults, and
memory handling [17]. Padala, et al. [18] have evaluated
the overhead of the existing virtualization technologies. They
conclude that the overhead depends heavily on the running
applications, their resource utilization, and the virtualization
mechanisms used. Since virtualization is widely accepted
in the industry, we make no attempt to model it in our
simulation.

3.2. Model Description

We first define the operating states and the transitions
between them for nodes and domains. For a node, there are
three (3) stable states: Active (A), Standby (S), and Off (O).
In many modern systems, there is a variety of intermediate
power states between Active and Off. These intermediate
states consume varying amounts of power and typically trade
off power consumption to reduce the time to get back to the
Active state. However, for simplicity, we only consider one
intermediate state, Standby.

Nodes may make four (4) transitions between states –
Active to Standby (A→S), Standby to Active (S→A), Off to
Standby (O→S), and Standby to Off (S→O). The transition
time is a hardware-dependent characteristic of the particular
systems being used in the installation. One key question is
how strongly the power and performance behavior of PADD
depends on the transition times between operating states.

Each domain can be in one of three (3) operating states:
Running (R), Premigration (P), or Migration (M). We as-
sume that domains are long-lived entities and do not consider
transitions to an off state. A domain is in the Premigration
state during the time that the system is preparing to move it
to a different node by copying data from the current node to
the new one. Clarke [19] measured the overhead imposed
by this state on a Xen platform running SPECWeb and
found little measurable degradation, so our model assumes
that performance in unaffected by premigration. However,
a domain in the Migration state generally becomes out of
service, and the downtime varies depending on workload.
Consequently, frequent migrations will result in significant
performance degradation. We take this gap in processing into
account in our simulation.

The capacity of a node is the processing done by a single
CPU running at maximum frequency. The CPU frequency is
fixed – we do not model DVFS and related techniques, which
are largely orthogonal to this work. The power consumption
is taken to be a function of the system utilization. Also, most
environments are heterogeneous with systems with proces-
sors of varying capacities. In [20], the capacity is modeled
as a multidimensional vector of the available components
(CPU, Memory, IO, etc). For simplicity, we assume that
processing capacity can be normalized to a single value
representing the CPU capacity. We hope to incorporate the
insight of [20] in the future.

The performance requirement of a domain is specified by
the service level agreement which is defined as SLA(D, L).
It specifies how much of the demand D (expressed as a
percentage of the total) must be processed within a given
time limit L (specified in seconds). Each domain may have
its own SLA. At present, PADD constitutes a best effort to
meet the given SLA, so violations are possible. In future
work, we plan to bound the degree of SLA violation so that
hard limits can be enforced.

Our problem is then to reduce energy consumption while
offering the performance required by the SLAs. Finding the
optimal domain distribution on every cycle is an example
of a bin-packing problem, where the bin is a node and
the bin’s size is the node’s capacity. This is an NP-hard
problem [21]. The task is actually more nuanced than the
abstract bin packing problem, because node transitions and
domain migrations have time delays. Moreover, the number
of active nodes is not fixed.

PADD is a heuristic method which approximates the
optimal solution to the problem. Its key feature is that it uses
two separate safety margins – per-node and whole system.
We refer to these safety margins as buffers. The buffers are
reserve capacity which allows PADD to deal with changing
workloads and the latencies of the actions that it takes.
Although the algorithm has a number of other parameters,
the buffer sizes have the greatest impact.
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Figure 1. Each node has its own Local Buffer. The
Global Buffer is a pool of additional capacity spread
across the active nodes.

4. Implementation
We define a number of policies affecting power and

performance. Our simulation framework can parameterize
these policies as a group of parameter settings. The policies
can be categorized into three groups: buffering, time cost,
and other decision policies.

4.1. Buffering

The PADD framework uses a two-level buffering scheme
to deal efficiently with variations in the workload.

• Local Buffer (LB ): A reserved portion of the process-
ing capacity on a single node. Local buffer sizes are
specified in fractions of a CPU, so that reserving 10%
processor’s worth of capacity gives a local buffer size
of 0.4 if the capacity (C) is 4.0.

• Global Buffer (GB ): An separate reserve pool of pro-
cessing capacity spread across the active machines in
the environment. Global buffer sizes are also specified
in fractions of a CPU. If a quad-core machine is
modeled and each core has 1.0 capacity, reserving a
whole machine yields a global buffer size of 4.0.

The Figure 1 illustrates how the buffering mechanism
works. The local buffer prevents frequent and unnecessary
domain migrations by absorbing smaller, transient variations
in the aggregate demand of the domains on the machine.
If there are k domains running in the node (x), when the
aggregate CPU demand of all the domains starts to use LB,
that is Cx − ∑k

i=1 Di(t) ≤ LB, it triggers an event to
spread the demand over the physical nodes by migrating
domains. However, in the interim, before any migrations can
occur, the local buffer absorbs some or all of the additional
demand. Using local buffers protects the SLA in the event
that the aggregate demand is changing rapidly. In addition,
the global buffer makes additional capacity ready to deal
with larger, more permanent changes caused by domains
starting new workloads or going to new workload phases.
Therefore, the migration delay caused by node transition
can be avoided. Both buffers handle surges, but they handle
different types of surges.

Algorithm 1 Power Aware Domain Distribution
1: // Retrieve the node/domain states.
2: updateNodeandDomainStates()
3: // Find all the nodes where LB is below the specified level
4: for n = 1 to N do
5: if Cn < LBn +

P
Avg(Di) then

6: nodes← n
7: end if
8: end for
9: for n in nodes do

10: // Choose a victim domain in the node. see Sec 4.3
11: domainID ← selectV ictimDomain(n)
12: // Determine where to migrate the domain
13: targetNodeID ← findTargetNode(domainID)
14: // If there exists an active node that has sufficient LB
15: if targetNodeID is valid then
16: beginMigration(domainID, targetNodeID)
17: end if
18: end for
19: // Check if there is enough provisioning in GB and LB
20: reqCap ← GB +

PN
i=1 LBi +

PD
j=1 Avg(Dj) −

PNSi=Active Ci

21: if reqCap < 0 then
22: // If there is over-provisioning in total system capacity,
23: // find the nodes where domains can be consolidated
24: nodelist = getTurnOffCandidates()
25: for nodeID in nodelist do
26: if reqCap + CnodeID < 0 then
27: // If all the domains in the node can fit into other nodes,
28: // vacate the node by evicting all of them,
29: if beginDomainConsolidation(nodeID) then
30: reqCap← reqCap + CnodeID

31: end if
32: end if
33: end for
34: else if reqCap > 0 then
35: repeat
36: nodeID = getNodeWithHighestEfficiency()
37: powerupNode()
38: reqCap← reqCap− CnodeID
39: until reqCap ≤ 0
40: end if

In addition to supporting fixed buffer sizes, our simulator
also supports an adaptive buffering scheme. In order to
control the buffer sizes dynamically, the system monitors any
SLA violations in a node and across the whole environment.
We then calculate the GB and LB for each node using the
following equations.

• GB = α × V iolation(all domains)
• LBi = β × V iolation(active domainsi)

The number of violations among domains on a node
in the active state is counted when determining the local
buffer to avoid frequent changes in the LB size due to
domain migrations. Increasing α and β gives less energy
savings but allows for stricter adherence to the performance
requirements. In our simulations, α and β are empirically
chosen as 1 and 0.1. These parameters are derived by finding
the best non-adaptive test cases and determining the values
that would guide the adaptive system to similar results.
We note that this is not necessarily optimal and that it is
worth further study. We evaluate the power and performance
tradeoffs of the two types of buffering in the next section.
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4.2. Time Cost of Transitions

As defined in Section 3, there exist four (4) transition
states for a node. The transition time of each state is specified
as input in our simulation. For a domain, Premigration and
Migration states are considered to be temporary, transitional
states. The time spent in these two states also can be set as
configurable parameter.

Turning a node off always reduces the overall power
consumption of the computing environment. During node
transitions, the machine continues to consume power. We
assume for modeling purposes that the power consumption
is constant for the entire duration of the transition and that
the node does no useful computing during a transition. More-
over, the power during transition is generally higher than the
power consumed when the machine is active but idle. As a
result, we expect that frequent node transitions will result
in more power consumption than staying in the idle state.
To model this, we define a break-even time (Tbreakeven).
The break-even time is the length of time that a node must
be completely idle before it costs less in terms of power
to turn it off than it does to leave it on. Empty nodes not
needed for the global buffer remain on for Tbreakeven before
PADD turns them off. The break-even time of the node (n)
is calculated as follows.

T n
breakeven =

(P n
O→A × TO→A + P n

A→O × TA→O)

P n
A(0)

4.3. Additional Parameters

There are some other aspects of PADD which are also
parameterized. These parameters refine the calculation of
a domain’s demand over time, the choice of domains to
migrate and the assumed length of time that it takes to
migrate a domain. These parameters are defined below.

• Moving Window size (MW ): size of the time window
used to statistically summarize demands

• Average Percentile (AP): percentile (%) to be ignored
in the average of the demand. This can remove outliers
in the demand data in order to avoid under-provisioning
of system capacity.

• Victim Selection (VS ): how to choose a domain to
be evicted when the remaining capacity in a node is
less than LB. There are three (3) victim selection
schemes are defined: maximum average demand, mini-
mum average demand, and minimum standard deviation
of demands.

• Migration Delay (MD): time delay (sec) between mi-
grations. This is used to avoid frequent migrations.

4.4. Algorithm

In Algorithm 1, we give the pseudo-code for the PADD
algorithm. Periodically, the algorithm runs to adjust overall
capacity and reduce power consumption. We use fractional

Figure 2. Access pattern of the sporting event web site
for a day

units of a CPU for the metrics of both system capacity and
domain demand. We calculate utilization by dividing the
demand by the capacity.

The algorithm responds to the current demand by deter-
mining how many nodes to use and doing any migrations
required. There may be SLA violations due to the fact that
PADD is using too few nodes as the demand rises. We
also simulate the performance effects of the migration. The
Premigration state has no performance impact, but in the
migration state, all the requested demands are delayed until
it leaves the state. This may results in some SLA violations.
The PADD simulation keeps track of these delays and makes
a detailed analysis of SLA violations.

When determining a victim node due to over-provisioning
(line 23), we find nodes on the three condition: no move
in/out domain, no SLA violation in running domains, and
idle for more than Tbreakeven time defined in Sec 4.2. If
there is under-provisioning (line 35), on the other side, we
increase the number of active nodes.

5. Evaluation

5.1. Workload generation

In this paper, we use traces obtained from the web site
logs for a major international sporting event. Figure 2 shows
the access patterns of the web site for a day. The y-axis
represents the number of requests. The request patterns show
that there exists significant variability in both daily and
hourly accesses.

While we may be using traces derived from a web-based
workload, it is important to note that we are simulating long-
lived, stateful applications. We use a web-derived trace in
the absence of direct measurements of such applications;
this is a reasonable technique, because long-lived back-
end applications are often driven by a transient web-based
request stream, so they share the same usage pattern.

Since we do not have access to measured CPU utiliza-
tions, we generate synthetic CPU demands from the access
traces by running the SPECpower ssj2008 benchmark on a
real system. We transform the request trace into a set of CPU
utilizations using a calibration procedure that is based on
measured workload intensity and measured CPU utilization
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Param Value Param Value
N 40 M 40
PO 0 (W) PS 110 (W)

PA→S 151 (W) PS→A 151 (W)
PS→O 187 (W) PO→S 187 (W)
TA→S 1.0 (s) TS→A 1.0 (s)
TS→O 30 (s) TO→S 180 (s)

TP 60 (s) TM 3 (s)
C 4.0 SLA SLA(99,5),SLA(95,1)

Table 2. Parameter values for the simulation.

for a representative program. The intensity levels used with
the program range from 100% of maximum possible load
to 0% in increments of 10%. We count the transactions
processed while measuring the CPU utilization, and then,
based on these data, we do a linear interpolation to calculate
for a particular request rate in the trace, the associated
CPU utilization. We acknowledge that this is not ideal.
But it is the best available approach. The benchmark gen-
erates throughput-oriented workloads and provides precise
throughput control based on a measured maximum.

The system used in the generation of the CPU utilization
is an AMD Opteron dual-core, dual-processor machine with
4GB memory. While running the benchmark, we obtain CPU
utilization and power draw for the different load levels.
Since the machine has 4 CPU cores, the total CPU time
per second is always less than or equal to 4.0. The power
consumption ranges between 151 and 203 watts. Based on
this, we generate a synthetic CPU demand trace by applying
a normal probability distribution. We also scale the number
of requests in the traces to generate a more representative
set of processor utilizations.

5.2. System configuration

Table 2 shows time delays and the power usage for all
node state transitions, as measured on our hardware. These
server characteristics are used as input to all the simulations.

In our evaluation, we simulate 40 domains, where each
domain’s trace is taken from a different day’s access pattern.
The samples in the trace are 1 second apart. We assume
that the CPU demand in a domain can require up to 1.0
CPU per second. As a performance requirement, we impose
two SLAs. Half of the domains must process 99% of
the incoming requests in 5 seconds while the other half
must process 95% of them in 1 second. In this paper, we

simulate 40 physical nodes with the same capacity. We do
not consider the case where the capacity (C) is different by
nodes. This is in the highest priority in our future work.

5.3. Analysis

Next, we analyze the energy savings and the performance
impact caused by different configurations. The energy sav-
ings are calculated by comparing against a base case in

which there was no consolidation. We measure performance
in terms of how well SLAs were respected. To this end, we
define the violation degree (Di) as the difference between
the desired success rate and the measured rate in the domain
i. For example, if a domain has SLA(95,1), then it needs to
meet 95% of demands within one second. If only 93% of
demands are met in the given time, then the violation degree
is 2% (95 − 93). When considering multiple domains, we

present either the average violation degree (
PM

i Di

M ) or the
maximum violation degree (max(Di)).

For each evaluation, we compare 5 different PADD ap-
proaches while fixing some parameter values.

• Idealized: there are no migration and transition time
delays. GB and LB are not necessary. The Idealized
always gives the lowest energy consumption without
performance hurt and represents the best tradeoffs.

• Adaptive GB and LB (A,A): GB and LB are dynamically
determined depending on SLA violation at runtime.

• Adaptive GB and fixed LB (A,l): only GB is dynamically
determined. The LB is fixed to l.

• Fixed GB and adaptive LB (g,A): only LB is dynami-
cally determined. The GB is fixed to g.

• Fixed GB and LB (g,l): During simulation, GB and LB
are the fixed values g and l, respectively.

Figure 3 shows the overall energy savings and perfor-
mance impact of the representative cases. The best case
is (8, A) which indicates an adaptive LB with a fixed
GB of 8.0 CPUs (2 nodes). This case does not have any
SLA violations. The fully adaptive (A, A) case does nearly
as well, achieving 92.5% of the energy savings of the
Idealized system with almost no average violation degree.
With fixed GB/LB, (4, 0.2) achieves similar energy savings
to (A, A) but it has a maximum violation degree of 10%. The
(8, 0.4) configuration over-provisions capacity and therefore
achieves significantly lower energy savings.

In Figure 4, we show the energy savings of the adaptive
GB/LB approach with respect to varying workload intensity.
The average utilization is formulated as the sum of demands
of all domains for simulation time divided by total CPU
capacity provided. As the utilization increases, the energy
savings of the system decreases by about 10%. The adaptive
GB/LB approach achieves 90% of the energy savings of
the Idealized system on average. At a utilization of 7.5%,
there are more opportunities to consolidate domains, which
causes more node transitions and domain migrations. This
results in more energy savings but more SLA violations.
The average and maximum violation degrees, however, are
limited to 0.39% and 1.79%, respectively.

In Figure 5, we evaluate the buffering schemes: fixed
GB/LB, adaptive GB, adaptive LB, and adaptive GB/LB.
In particular, (A,0) or (0,A) can be regarded as one level
adaptive buffering scheme.

Overall, the adaptive GB/LB outperforms the others by
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(a) Energy savings of various policies (b) Performance impact of various policies

Figure 3. The overall comparison of the representative cases. (Util=14.5%, MW=60, AP=60, VS=1, MD=30)

(a) Energy savings for varying workload intensity (b) Performance impact of (A, A) for varying
workload intensity

Figure 4. The comparison of the adaptive GB/LB with different workload intensity. (MW=60, AP=60, VS=1, MD=30)

achieving energy savings within 7% of the Idealized system
with limited performance penalty. Various fixed GB/LB con-
figurations are shown in Figures 5(a) and 5(b). In this case,
only (8, 0.4) and (12, 0.6) offer acceptable performance.
With the adaptive GB configurations shown in Figures 5(c)
and 5(d), we see that the choice of LB has little effect on the
performance impact but a major effect on energy savings.
The reason is that the role of LB is taken by GB. Once
enough GB is given, performance is not likely hurt much by
long node transition time. In fact, the increase of LB in the
adaptive GB approach reduces energy savings by 23%. In the
adaptive LB approach (Figures 5(e) and 5(f)), the reverse is
true: varying GB has a much greater effect on performance
than energy savings. This is because as GB approaches zero,
migrations from overloaded servers are having to wait for
compute resources to come online.

In Figure 6, we show how the domain migration cost
affects energy savings and performance. Each time cost
is normalized to the real measured time delay specified
in Table 2. When increasing the domain migration time
while transition delay is fixed, the energy savings in the
adaptive GB/LB is reduced (Figure 6(a)). This is because
more processing delays occurred followed by more domains
involved in transitions. This performance penalty is clearly
shown in the case (0, 0.0) in Figure 6(b). When the domain
migration time becomes 0, there is almost no performance
penalty for migration and the greatest energy savings is
achieved. The only other potential source of performance

degradation is unexpected variation of CPU demand, which
we account for not only with the Global and Local Buffers,
but also average percentile (60% in this case). Therefore, the
given SLA requirements are generally met, although there
can be some delays due to the transition time (e.g. when a
busy node is waiting for additional nodes to come online).

For reasons of space, we omit the figures regarding the
effects of node transition times as well as some other
parameters of PADD. As node transition time increases
while the migration cost is fixed at 1.0, we miss out on
some power saving opportunities, resulting in diminished
energy savings. However, the difference between 0.0 and
2.0 is negligible (less than 3%). In terms of performance
impact, for fixed LB/GB, the increasing node transition cost
actually has a positive effect, because it blocks unnecessary
domain migration caused by transient spikes in demand. In
our adaptive GB/LB approach, node transition cost does
not significantly affect the overall performance. We also
evaluated different policies with changing the parameters
defined before. Our findings from those changes are less
interesting. We did not find that the changes had much of
an impact, compared with GB/LB sizes and management.

In Figure 7, we show the energy savings and performance
impacts of the adaptive GB/LB approach by increasing the
number of domains. The same 40 demand traces are used
for additional domains. Accordingly, the overall utilization
increases as the number of domains increases. On the x-axis,
(x,y) represents the number of domains (x) and the maxi-
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(a) Energy savings by fixed buffer sizes (b) Performance impact of (a) (c) Energy savings by adaptive GB

(d) Performance impact of (c) (e) Energy savings by adaptive LB (f) Performance impact of (e)

Figure 5. The comparison of adaptive buffering and fixed buffering. (Util=14.5%, MW=60, AP=60, VS=1, MD=30)

(a) Energy savings by different domain migration
costs. Transition cost is set to 1.0.

(b) Performance impact of (a)

Figure 6. The comparison of domain migration cost. (Util=14.5%, MW=60, AP=60, VS=1, MD=30)

mum utilization (y) respectively. As the number of domains
increases along with overall utilization, the energy savings
in the Idealized system decreases from 75.2% to 4.3%, due
to reduced residual in processing capacity. Our adaptive
scheme achieves energy savings within 6% of the Idealized
system. The SLA violation rate (Number of SLA Violations

Number of Domains ),
however, remains below 22.5%. The average violation de-
gree is 0.6% or less in all cases, although additional
migrations caused by running more domains increase the
maximum violation degree up to 7.4%.

6. Conclusion
This paper presents an algorithm for consolidating do-

mains in a virtualized environment running coarse-grained
workloads to reduce overall energy consumption. We show
through a simulation-based study that we get the best
combination of energy savings and performance by using an
adaptive buffering scheme to determine how much reserve

capacity is needed. We use a two-level scheme with a
Local Buffer on each node and an additional Global Buffer.
A number of other dimensions were evaluated including
the time to migrate a domain and the time to change the
power state of a node, but none of them have as much
effect on PADD as the size and management of the buffers.
The best trade-off for effectively no performance loss and
maximum energy savings is the adaptive GB/LB approach.
More results are presented in [22].

Our future work is twofold. First, we want to run our
simulator using traces from a wider variety of workloads and
incorporate mixes of different workloads. We believe that
mixing different workloads in the simulation is more realistic
for emerging computing environments such as utility grids
and clouds. Second, we made a number of simplifying
assumptions which make our pool of nodes homogeneous.
This is clearly unrealistic for any large installation. We
need to extend our algorithm and our simulation to consider
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(a) Energy savings by varying the number of
domains.

(b) Performance impact of (A,A) for different
number of domains

Figure 7. The comparison of the adaptive GB/LB with different number of domains. On X-axis, (x,y) indicates the
number of domains and the maximum aggregate utilization, respectively. (MW=60, AP=60, VS=1, MD=30)

machines with different characteristics.
In the long term, the simulator will provide an understand-

ing of the design principles involved in the PADD system,
allowing us to develop a practical implementation.
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